values corresponding to T,,/T = 0. Therefore in the
vicinity of the point T,,/T = 0 there is observed an
abrupt change of the parameters y and F when T,, deviates little from zero.

In conclusion, the authors thank A. I. Larkin for useful remarks.
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The possibility of the existence of quantum defects in metals is studied. Because of collisions with
electrons, the quantum defects in a normal metal are localized at temperatures which exceed their band
width. The ranges of concentration and temperature at which the quantum defects in a superconductor
are l o c a l i d have been found. It is shown that the electrondefecton interaction leads to an increase in
the gap in the electron excitation spectrum.
PACS numbers: 74.90. + n, 71.50.

+t

It has been suggested by A. F. Andreev and I. M.
Lifshitz that hydrogen can be a quantum impurity in
certain metals. A large number of papers has been
devoted to quantum defects in ~ e (see
'
the review of
Ref. 2 and elsewhere), but quantum defects i n metals
have been little studied.
In the f i r s t part of the present work, the interaction
of quantum defects with electrons and with one another
is considered, and the region of their existence isfound.
In the second part, the effect of quantum defects on the
superconducting characteristics is studied, and i t is
shown that the interaction with quantum defects leads
to an increase in the gap in the spectrum of electronic
excitations of the superconductor.
QUANTUM DEFECTS IN METALS
The atoms of hydrogen occupy voids in the metal
matrix. As a consequence of quantum tunneling, the
impurity level diffuses into the energy band. Similarly
to electrons in a metal, the defection is characterized
by a quasimomentum p and a dispersion law cp(p). In
the case of low hydrogen concentration, the elementary
excitation is the hydrogen atom-impuriton, but the
results a r e applicable with some reservations to vacancies in the hydrogen sublattice, when their number
is small, and the metal + hydrogen combination is nearly
stoichiometric. Both the vacancion and the impuriton
a r e quantum defects, to which the analysis is in fact
devoted.
The Hamiltonian of a system d defectons h a s the
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form

Ho describes the system of noninteracting defectons,
d'(p) and d(p) a r e the second-quantization operators
of the defectons, Hi,,includes the interaction of the
defectons with phonons, with electrons, and with one
another.
It has been shown in Refs. 1-3 that a t temperatures
T much lower than the Debye temperature 8, but far
exceeding the bandwidth of the defections c0, the mean
f r e e path of the defectons between collisions with phonons 1, behaves a s U ( ~ , / ~ T )where
~,
a is the interatomic distance. We shall be interested in temperatures T -C T,, where T, is the temperature of the superconducting transition. F o r these temperatures, I, >> a
and the defecton-phonon interaction can be neglected.
The interaction of the defectons with electrons was
considered in Ref. 3, but the electrons were assumed
to be nondegenerate in that case. In metals, the electrons a r e strongly degenerate and these results a r e
not applicable. The Hamiltonian of the electrondefecton interaction is equal to

b'(p) and b(p) a r e the second-quantization operators of

0038-5646/79/100738-05$02.40
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the electrons, while V(q) describes the defecton-electron interaction. Since the bandwidth of the defectons
to<<
tF, where tF is the Fermi energy of the electrons.
the velocity of the defectons is much l e s s than thevelocity of the electrons. Therefore, with accuracy to
within q/tFwe can assume that V(q) corresponds to
the interaction of the electron with a static d e f e ~ t , ~
We consider the electron-defecton interaction on the
basis of the temperature diagram technique. We shall
assume here that T>>to, and that the defectons obey
Fermi statistics. At T >> q, this is not important,
since the Boltzmam limit for both statistics is identical.
Collisions with electrons limit the path length of the
defecton I,. We a r e interested in the case in which the
interaction with electrons is weak and I, >> a. In the
opposite case, the defectons a r e localized, and we get
the case of static defects.

The thin and heavy solid lines correspond to the
zeroth, Go(p, t,), and total, G(p, t), Green's functions
of the electrons, the wavy lines to V(q), and the dashed
line to the Green's function of the defecton $(p, c,):

(P)--X(P,~ h +El-',
)
where t, = T(2k + I), k = 0, 1, 2,
=[iek-cp

*

. ..

exist the anomalous Green's functions F'(p, t,) and
F(p, t,) of the electrons, the electron-defecton interaction leads to the appearance of the self-energy parts
Z;,(p, t,) and Z,,(p, t,). With the same accuracy a s
Z,,(p, t,), they a r e shown by the diagrams of Fig. 2.
In the zeroth approximation in tk/T, the quantity
Ztg(p, E,) is identical with the results for the static
impurities4:
i sign er

Zi#(€h) =

--

2r.1

'

where

First, we shall study the electron-defecton interaction in the normal metal. Simple analysis of the
graphs shows that the digram shown in Fig. l a leads
only to renormalization of the chemical potential of
the electron and the basic contribution to the electron
self-energy part ziE(p,c,) is made in Born approximation by the diagram shown in Fig. lb.

$(P, e,)

FIG. 2.

(6)

*
,t(p) is the dispersion law of the electrons, and p and c a r e the chemicalpotentials of the electrons and defectons. Since
I, >> a, the self-energy part of the def ectons ~ ( pE,)
,
satisfies the condition

W,,,, is the volume of the elementary cell, x is the concentration of the defects, m and p, a r e the mass and
the Fermi momentum of the electrons. Integration is
carried out over the F e r m i surface. Departure from
the limits of the Born approximation leads to replacement of the- zero amplitude scattering V(q) by the total
amplitude V(q). Therefore, in the following, we shall
not limit ourselves to the Born approximation. The
next orders of &,,/T in Zir(tk) a r e considered in the
second part of this paper.

We now consider the defecton self-energy part
~ ( p4, ) . The f i r s t terms of perturbation theory correspond to diagrams similar to those shown in Fig.
1, but now the electron and defecton Green's functions
must change places. Then the diagram of Fig. lagives
the renormalization of the chemical potential of the
defectons 5, and the diagram of Fig. l b , gives also the
Corrections condamping of the defectons ImX(p,&),
taining new electron loops and wavy lines a r e small in
the Born approximation.

.

and we can neglect it. The real part of X , a s will be
shown below, leads to the renormalization of 5.
The next terms of perturbation theory, which contain new defecton loops, a r e equivalent to crossing
graphs in the case of static impurities, and for the
same reason contain an extra power of the defecton
concentration x. Graphs containing a single defecton
loop but a larger number of wavy lines, a r e equivalent
to account of more than two crosses from a single atom
of the impurity in the case of static defects and a r e
small in the Born approximation.

The corrections to the electron-defecton vertex,
which contain new defecton loops (Fig. 31, compensate, in the zeroth approximation in E,,/T, for the appearance of Ztg(c,) in the electron Green's function
(5). Therefore, in the calculation of x we can use the
Green's function of the free electrons and disregard
these corrections. Then

In a superconductor where, along with G(p, t,), there

FIG. 3.
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Since we a r e interested in the region in which
(Imx( << q, and I, >> a, then we neglect x(p q, &, - w,)
in the right side of (10). After summation over the
frequencies, we obtain

one another. According to Ref. 2, the condition of applicability of the gas approximation (r)>> Rint, where
(r) is the mean distance between the defectons and
R,,, is the characteristic radius of their interaction,
yields a limit on the concentration of defects:

where

R,,, is found from the equation

-

, from the points &=it,to the real
We continue ~ ( pc,)
axis. Integration over p' and q' over regions far from
the pole of (11) gives a constant renormalization of b.
Integration near the pole gives
1m

x=-nj

dp'dq

4'

I V(q) lzn(pf-q) ( i - n ( ~ ' ) ) 6 ( e (pl-q)

-E

(PI)) =const,

(13)

where 6(y) is the Dirac delta function, and we can neglect
the value of q(p) in i t s argumentZ in comparison with
the characteristic values
In (13) only Jp' I and 1 p'

- q 1 a r e important close to

pF. Then the integration over 5 = ~ ( p ' )- p can be con-

where U ( r ) is the potential energy of interaction of the
defectons. At high concentrations, the defecton-defecton
interaction leads to localization of the defectons.
It is seen from (18) that the region of concentration
of free defectons depends on the state of the hydrogen
in the metal lattice. Since the hydrogen atom is completely o r partially ionized in the metal,5 we shall assume that the defects interact a s point charges screened
by s electrons. Their deformation interaction is significantly weaker than the Coulomb interaction. The
principal role is played by the interaction of the defect
with the Friedel s-electron density oscillations produced by another defect. The potential energy of this
interaction is equal to6

tinued to infinity. We obtain

where z(2p,) is the permittivity. From (171, with account of (18) and (19), we obtain
The condition for the existence of the free defectons
takes the form
At these concentrations, the quantum defects in the
superconductor a r e free.
In real metals, the quantity

and there is no region of existence of free defectons a t
T>>q,.
In superconductors a t temperatures below the temperature of the superconducting transition T,, the
number of electron excitations falls off rapidly with
decrease in the temperature. At T << T,, it is exponentially small. The damping of the defectons is
found similar to (14), and we must take into account,
along with the ordinary polarization operator, a polarization operator consisting of two anomalous Green's
functions of the electrons. We have

'

If the quantum defect is a vacancy in the hydrogen
sublattice, then it undergoes additional scattering due
to the presence of nuclear spin in the hydrogen atoms.
At T>>co these spins a r e disordered, which leads to
destruction of coherence upon tunneling and to the appearance of an additional damping. Its estimate was
given in Ref. 7. We have IImx 1 = 0 a t I & - b I >q.
In what follows, we shall be interested in the characteristic energies of the order of A >> to. F o r these
values of the energy, we can neglect the scattering and
assume the vacancies to be free.
EFFECT OF QUANTUM DEFECTS ON
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

where A(T) is the gap in the spectrum of electronic
excitations. Here we continue to assume that T >> q.
Since JImy( falls off rapidly with decrease in the temperature, the condition IImx I << tobegins to be satisfied
at &O << T << Tc.

We consider a superconductor which contains free
defectons a t temperatures q,<< T << To. If the scattering of the electron by the static defect was not accompanied by a change in i t s energy and in the isotropic case had no affect on the superconductivity, then
the scattering by the defecton is accompanied by a
change in the energy by an amount of the order of EO.
As a result the gap in the spectrum of the electronic
excitations begins to depend on the concentration of the
defects.

We now consider the interaction of the defectons with

Thus, we now take the electron-defect on interaction
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into account together with the electron-phonon interaction. As has been shown above, the latter leads to
the appearance of .Ztr(p, E,) and Z
, (p, Z,), which a r e
shown in Figs. l b and 2. The electron-phonon corrections to the electron-defecton vertex a r e small a s
( m / ~ ) " ' , where M is the mass of the ion. Therefore,
the electron self-energy parts of Z,(p, c,) and Z2(p, ck)
a r e simply the sum of the phonon and defecton parts.
The electron Green's functions a r e expressed by C1
and C2 in the usual way.
The ~ l i a s h b e equations9
r~
with account of electrondefecton interaction have the form
Ir(p-P,) I'mp,dQ,
oo'(p-p,)
( ) e 2 ( p - p ) o:(p-pl)+(ek-ed'

(
en

ien
[em'+Aa(pl,em)I'

J ~ P ~ Q I W I V ( F P 1'I )

-zT

(2x1'

em

,

i

exp (-9 (pr)/T)-exp(-cp(p'-~+p~)/T)
i(eA-em)-rp(~')+cp(pJ--p+pJ

nT

J . ( ~ , e a ) =l+if1(p,
>
ek)/ek

iemR

-_em'+f2+A'(p,, em) , (21)

Z J mI ' ~ P & I m
/UP-pa)

en

In (261, we have limited ourselves to the first nonvanishing term in cp(p')/~. The terms that a r e linear
in cp(pt) contain the factor
and vanish upon integration with respect to p', which is
carried out over the f i r s t Brillouin zone. Moreover,
we have assumed that
t

(Ac2+f2)'I'
h = l
2T

.

In the region T << T,, this assumption is incorrect.
The f i r s t term on the right side of (26), a s also in
the case of static impurities, does not affect the value
of the superconducting gap in the isotropic case,
canceling with the similar term in (22). The electrondefecton interaction makes ft(p, &), and ~ ( p&),, anisotropic; however, the corrections connected with the
anistropy appear in the next approximation in x and we
can neglect them. Therefore, we can average f, over
the Fermi surface:

000 (P-PJ
A (pi, em)
w , ' ( ~ - ~ ,+) ( e , - ~ . . ) ~ - ' [ e ~ ~ + ~ em)
' ( p1"'l ,
mp~Q1dp'I
V(P-P,) l 2
Substituting f,(ck) in (221, we obtain
C",

ft(p,

6,)

is the part of C,(p,

E,)

that is odd in ck,

r(p- pi) is the electron-phonon matrix element, and
wo(p- pi) is the phonon frequency. Integration with
respect to pt is carried out over the Fermi surface,
and with respect to p', over the first Brillouin zone.
Moreover, we have used the fact that, with accuracy to
term of order x2,

In addition, the electron-defecton interaction leads
to the appearance of a constant correction Af to A,,
which a r i s e s upon the substitution of A[ in the first
term of the right side of (28):

where

We shall solve the set of equations (211, (22) by
perturbation theory assuming the correction from the
electron defecton interaction to A to be small. Inwhat
follows, we limit ourselves to the case of small coupling, when the constant of electron-phonon interaction
A << 1 and the phonon contribution to f , can be neglected.
Then
(25)

A (p, er) =Ao+AI (p, e d ,

where A, is the gap in the absence of electron-defecton
interaction. In the first approximation, we get from
(21)
fl

The second term in the f i r s t part of (28) is the lowfrequency contribution A[(&,) to A,. It is easy to see
that i t falls off rapidly at frequencies ( c, 1 >> Ao.

(P, EI)
=-

+izS

V(p-pl) I'
J-mpFdS2,1(2n)'
WLII

er
(ek8+A,')

"

mp&QtdpfIV(p-p,) I'
(2n)6
[q(pl) - ~ P ' - P + P J

l2

Since T << A,, summation in (28) can be replaced by
integration. Then

.

In the
Both A[ and A[ a r e of the order of &/A,TT,,
case of a superconductor with strong coupling, the
order of A! and Af does not change.
Thus the electron-defecton interaction leads to the
appearance of an effective attraction between the electrons at frequencies of the order of A,, which in turn
produces an increase in the gap of the spectrum of electronic excitations of the superconductor by an amount
of the order of E:/A,T~T, and also to the appearance in
i t of a frequency dependence a t frequencies of the order
of A,.
An example of a material in which this effect can be
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observed is palladium hydride PdHI,,, where the quantum defect is a vacancy in the hydrogen sublattice. A
rough estimate gives a value of the order of 1 K for
q. The region of concentrations for which the vacancions can be regarded a s free is x<< lo9-lo4, while
the quantity hi/h0 reaches 1 6 on the boundary of this
region. Since A' depends quadratically on so, a preliminary measurement of co is necessary in the study
of this effect.
The author thanks R. 0.~ G t s e vfor suggesting the
problem and supervision of the work and A. F. Andreev
and V. I. Marchenko for discussion of the paper.
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